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Tearing Down Walls, Opening Hearts
orland bishop coming to give a talk at summerfield
Celebrated educationalist and speaker Orland
Bishop is coming this November to talk with
faculty and parents and to work with our
high school students. Orland is dedicated
to bringing communities together through
teaching how and why our free will must be
in harmony with our most universal human
virtues.
Can we really affect the state of the world by
changing ourselves? Can we learn to create
feelings of connectedness with the people we
come into contact with everyday? Can we be
a model for our children’s heartfelt interest and connection with other human beings?
Come hear this inspiring talk by Orland as he demonstrates that the answer to all these
questions is Yes! Orland brings both inspiration and spiritual guidance to take us on a journey to
a new understanding of how we need to nourish ourselves in order to be a healing cultural force
in our community. Together we can tear down walls and open our hearts. This is an essential
talk for our times.

orland bishop combines a deep dedication to human rights advocacy and cultural renewal.
His work in healing and human development is framed by an extensive study of medicine,
naturopathy, psychology and indigenous cosmologies, primarily those of South and West
Africa. As founder and director of Shade Tree Multicultural Foundation in Los Angeles,
he has pioneered an approach to urban truces and mentoring at-risk youth that employs a
unique process drawing on both contemporary and ancient practices. Shade Tree serves as
an intentional community of mentors, elders, teachers, artists, healers, and advocates for the
healthy development of children and youth.
the parent education initiative is working to bring speakers to our community who
embrace Waldorf Education while working on a human level to meet the difficulties in our
world. As parents we need to hold on to an inner vision of hope with which to navigate our
parenting journey, while protecting our children’s childhood.
— Ronni Sands and Lynn Behling, on behalf of the Parent Education Initiative
Ronni is the Eighth Grade Basket Weaving and High School Farming & Gardening Teacher;
Lynn is a Twelfth Grade Parent and member of our Ombuds Group.
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Thursday, December 6
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25% more for agc... we can do it!
Dear Summerfield
Community,
We need your help!
The gap between tuition
and the actual cost to
operate Summerfield is
growing. Enrollment in
schools across Sonoma
County is down 12%, due
in part to the fires last
year and the rising cost
of living. Although our
enrollment is only down
5% from last year, that
translates to an unexpected budget shortfall which
we need to overcome together.
This is where the gift economy
comes in. Our school feeds
our children’s bodies, souls, and
spirits. Our faculty and curriculum
teaches them the things they need to
know to live and thrive. Our children
receive these gifts every single day.
Now we need you, our community,
to help close the gap with your gift.
We’re asking that you join me
and the Board in considering
enhancing your participation in
our Annual Giving Campaign.
If everyone could increase their
AGC contribution 25% from last
year, it would go a long way.
Everything counts, everything helps, and everything
matters. Your investment in Summerfield will
translate to an abundance for our school, our
programs, our students, and our community. When
we give a gift, it establishes a feeling bond between
us, and that feeling is what makes this education
much more than just
a commodity, but a
mutual responsibility
to care for and support
each other. Please join
me in reaching just a
little deeper this year
to help our school and
community.

Día de los Muertos
By Sra. Veronica & Sra. Isabel,
Lower School Spanish teachers
The Mexican festival of Día de los Muertos has its
origins in both pre-hispanic death rituals and in
Roman Catholic elements introduced during the
Colonial period. The purpose was to honor ancestors
and the spirits of deceased children with ceremony
and offerings of food, drink, incense and flowers to
sustain them during their journey in the afterworld.
On November 1 and 2 many inhabitants of Mexico,
primarily those of rural Indian communities, make
offerings to the dead, either in their homes or in the
cemeteries in the belief that the dead return to visit
their living families.
Unlike the pre-Christian Celtic festival of the dead, the
spirits are not seen as “threatening” presences who
need to be placated with food and drink lest they do
harm, but rather as the spirits of their beloved dead.
Families and communities gather together and
welcome their departed loved ones joyfully with
music and everything the departed enjoyed in life.
On Friday, November 2, Día de los Muertos will be
celebrated at Summerfield with ofrendas, songs and
stories. The children will have a moment to talk about
their loved ones who have passed away.
The ofrenda will be adorned with papel picado and
sugar skull calaveritas brought from Mexico and
donated by Señora Nora, as well as candles, and
cempasuchil flowers and other items.
Some grades are learning the legend about how the
marigold got its name of flor de muertos.

Thank you!

Throughout the morning, pictures of our beloved
ones who have crossed the threshold will be added in
individual class visits. Then the Lower School students
will enter quietly again, received by gentle harp music,
for a short assembly of songs and stories.

— Jefferson Buller,
SWSF Board President

We’d like to thank everyone for all their work to make
this celebration so special.
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Fourth Graders Journey
Back in Time to Fort Ross

PARENT EDUCATION INITIATIVE

The Creative Journey Continues...

By Stella Summers, Fourth Grade Student

As the days get shorter, explore what the lights
of Advent mean in relation to Waldorf Education
at Summerfield. Discover how this relates to the
development of the child throughout the grades by
participating in one or more workshops in our Arts
and Crafts series.

PLANT DYEING
WORKSHOP

and, on page six, read an account of ken smith’s opening keynote talk
for the series: working with our hands in the twenty-first century

workshop :: saturday, november 3 | 10:00am–3:30pm

Plant Dyeing Workshop
— The Light of Beasts
Lisa Wilde,
Summerfield
Handwork
Teacher and
artisan, will lead
CLAY
SCULPTURE
the workshop in the Soul
of
Color honoring plants andWORKSHOP
animals by using plant
dyes with sheep’s wool along other natural materials.

Class Four went on a field trip to Fort Ross. To get to the fort, parents
drove for about an hour, and then we took a forty-minute hike. We
arrived at the fort tired and a little sweaty, met by a guide who sang us
a Native American welcome song.

The highlight of my trip was the cemetery. We walked on a twisty
trail to get there. The trail was green, and it felt very peaceful. We
crossed a stream that was clear
A ONE-OF-A KIND, HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
and filled with fallen leaves the
FROM OUR ARTS AND CRAFTS CURRICULUM
workshop :: thursday, december
6 | 8:30am–12:30pm
color of amber and gold. The
THE SOUL OF COLOR
cemetery was peaceful, but the
Clay Sculpture
Workshop
We happen to
live in a time of natural dye revival.
Dyes and
techniques
were almost lost have been reintroduced to Artisan Dyers. crosses looked strange because
— The
Light that
of Humankind
they were from the Russian
The history of these dyes, often a local plant and or technique, gave a region its notoriety,
Come
see what
its livelihood
and sense of identity.
Orthodox Church.

emerges from

Another fun part of the trip
Together we will prepare and gather
around
dye-pots that can be grown and harvested locally.
within
with5Ken
was that we all dressed up
Lisa Wilde will cover preparation,
washing,
mordanting,
with
dried
and
fresh
plant
material.
Smith, Director
in costumes that looked like
of the Bay Area
Russians or Alaskans or Native
Center for Teacher
Training,
RD
SATURDAY,who
NOVEMBER
will offer3 a workshop in
Americans. I brought my
clay to celebrate the human being.
0AM – 3:30PM
costume from home. My skirt got very dirty from dragging trhough
Come see what emerges from within !
the mud.
@ The Farm Kitchen

Ken Smith, Director of the Bay Area Center for Teacher Training,
Here’s
a parent had to share about the Ironwork
**Please wear old
clotheswhat
and bring
will offer a workshop in clay to celebrate the human being.
water, lunch, a Workshop
notebook and rubber
heldgloves.
in September:

At night we walked to the coast to see the sunset. It was very beautiful,
with orange, yellow, pink, purple, blue, and gold. We saw the first
stars and planets. I’ve never seen so many stars. It was amazing.

TH
MONDAY,
“When
bangDECEMBER
on iron6its structure does not give. To
Workshops are $45/each
includingyou
materials.
8:30AMshape
– 12:30PM
change
lease register in SWSF
Main Officeiron’s
as space is limited.takes time and, most importantly,
@
Art
Tech
Building
heat—lots
of
heat.
It’s the art of fire making that left
quiries: (707) 575-7194 or parented@summerfieldwaldorf.org

I really enjoyed being at Fort Ross. It felt very special, and I don’t
think I’ll ever forget it. It felt like I was back in time.

—bay jones, parent of two boys in our kindergarten
Cost: $45 incl. materials. Register online here, or in
Main Office. Space is limited and will fill up quickly.

photos by holly trivan

Workshops
are $45/each including
materials.
its lasting
impression
on
me. Like the importance of
Please register in SWSF Main Office as space is limited.
rhythm and
routine
in
my
family’s home and school
Inquiries: (707) 575-7194 or parented@summerfieldwaldorf.org
life, nurturing and tending to our pot of coal became
most influential. Take your eyes off the fire for too
long and the embers ceased producing heat. Like
the attentiveness we pay to our children, if you want
to shape iron, you must pay close attention to the
fire. Banging alone just leaves dents.”
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36th annual
winter faire

36th ANNUAL

Bring the whole family on Saturday,
December 8, to gather with
friends and enjoy the Summerfield campus
in its full splendor of evergreens and holiday
spirit!
Local, Artisan Vendor Shopping, 10am–3pm:

CELEBRATE A MAGICAL
HOLIDAY EVENT WITH
THE ENTIRE FAMILY

We will not have the Friday night adult-only shopping with
our vendors this year. Instead, our vendors will be open
for sales starting Saturday at 10am—an hour before the
faire activities begin. Come to the Faire a little early to get a
head start on your shopping!

Childrens Crafts
Puppet Show
King & Queen Winter
Snowflake Shoppe
Local Artisan Vendors
Home-made Meal
Sweet Treats
Live Music
Bonfire

Faire Activities, 11am–3pm:
Children will enjoy making crafts, like candle dipping,
gingerbread decorating and ornament making, as well
as hear stories from King Winter and be treated to a
wonderful puppet show. See what treasures Queen
Winter has, and don’t forget to visit the Snowflake
Shoppe, where children can shop for holiday gifts for
loved ones without their parents! The Snowflake Shoppe
will be in a new location this year—the First Grade
classroom. A warm and tasty meal and drinks will be
served in our Polar Bear Café (Sophia Hall), and the Sweet
Shoppe will be open with treats for all your sweet teeth!
Entrance fee is $2 per person and activities range from $2$3 each. Items in the Snowflake Shoppe sell for $1-$7 each.
Circus Waldissima Performance, 3:30–4:30pm:
Stick around after the Faire to see a winter spectacular
performance by Circus Waldissima! Tickets are $7 and will
be sold at the Faire entrance.
VOLUNTEERS AND GREENERY NEEDED!
It takes a village to make this magical event happen every
year! Please sign up to help with your class activity or on
the Main Office door. Volunteer positions for the event
include set-up and decoration on Friday, parking, craft
and activity support (see your class rep), King and Queen
Winter, bon fire attendant, and clean-up on Saturday and
Sunday.
We also need loads and loads of greenery for decorating.
Please bring your tree trimmings or pick up some
trimmings from your local tree farm and deliver them to
the school by Thursday, December 6, alongside the fire
road next to the After Care room.
Please contact our hard-working Event Coordinators with
any questions or offers of help:
Lisa Hensley, lisa@summerfieldwaldorf.org
Kristi Hruzewicz, Kristi.grotting@gmail.com
Andrea Jolicoeur, andreajoli@summerfieldwaldorf.org
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Saturday, December 8th
10am-3pm~Shop for Local Arts & Crafts
11am-3pm~Family Holiday Faire
3:30 pm~Circus Waldissima Performance

Please Help Make the Winter Faire
Snowflake Shoppe Magical!
Thank you to all the parents who are busy stitching,
knitting and creating beautiful handmade items for the
Snowflake Shoppe! The Snowflake Shoppe is where
children—without their parents—can buy gifts for
loved ones at the Winter Faire. We are still looking for
donations of:
• gently used, Waldorf toys,
books, crafts and puzzles
• small jars of jam or honey
• silks
• wool felt & roving
• natural fiber yarn

• unused beeswax candles
• beeswax sheets
• tiny pine cones
• small gemstones
• birch tree branches
• wood knitting needles

Items may be left in the red bins outside the main office.
~ With gratitude, The Snowflake Fairies and Elves

Winter Faire Planning Meetings
Planning meetings for Winter Faire will be on Tuesdays
after drop off at 8:30am, starting Tuesday, November 6,
in the Aftercare/Music room. Representative from the
kindergartens through seventh grade are encouraged
to attend as each grade provides an offering for the
Faire. Make sure to stop by the Coffee Cart at the
Finance Office on your way for a complimentary
cup of coffee or tea, courtesy of the the Winter Faire
Committee. We hope to see you there!

saturday, december 1 • 10am-1pm

High School Open House
By Jason Gross, High School Humanities Teacher, and Leslie Loy,
Alumni Relations
At Summerfield, education is the inverse of what most people think
of or have experienced: it is a process, not a product. Students are
not fed information—they are guided to engage with ideas, each
other and the world. How do we do that with high school students?
How do classes with unique titles like “Sacred Geometry” or
“Counting Theory” or classes with traditional names like “Physics”
or “Romanticism” turn the normal paradigm of education into a
process of self- and world-discovery?
The High School faculty is offering an Open House that highlights
classes from our course offerings and gives our families and
prospective parents and students the opportunity to experience
what it is like to sit in a Summerfield High School class. The
experiential nature of the Open House gives families a living
impression of what makes the High School curriculum and culture
a natural progression from our Lower School and is a hands-on
example for those young people from outside our school interested
in taking up the reins of their education and bringing it to life.
The High School courses, like our Lower School, support a
developmental picture of the human being with content that
responds to the needs of our times. Out of this, the faculty takes
inspiration from the students, one another, and the world, to
develop a rigorous, full, and rich educational experience that is
unmatched.
If you are looking into high schools or are interested in learning
more about how Summerfield education engages adolescents,
please feel warmly invited to our annual High School Open
House on Saturday, December 1, from 10am-1pm. Join us for this
uniquely-designed morning and hear student, alumni, and faculty
voices describe the opportunities that life in the High School can
offer both for the developing adolescent and the emergent adult
citizen.

Community Advent Spiral

Here is the overview for the day:
10am		

Welcome in Sophia Hall

10:35am		

Sample Lessons

11:55am		

Art Courses

12:30pm		

High School Student Panel and Closing

families can rsvp at
www.summerfieldws.org/hsopenhouse

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2 at 6:30pm

Brightly, brightly, deep within, a star is glowing…
Parents, older students, community members and friends are invited to light a candle and
walk the evergreen spiral path, accompanied by beautiful harp music, in the Eurythmy Barn
on Sunday, December 2, from 6:30–8pm. Just enter the Barn and be
seated, observing a quiet meditative mood while you wait your turn.
Donations will be gratefully accepted to cover the cost of candles, apples and musician. A
note about the timing of the Spiral Walk: we encourage you to come early... if, at 7:30pm, there
is no one in attendance, we will end early! Students in first, second, and third grades will walk
the Advent Spiral on Monday, December 3. ~ Andrea Jolicoeur, Lower School Secretary

advent candle by marlo trivan
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Working With Our Hands in the Twenty-First Century
By Adam MacKinnon, Editor
The Parent Education Initiative at Summerfield has organized a fascinating series of craft workshops this fall to offer parents a window
into ‘development of thinking’ in their children. The goal has been to offer the chance to learn how working hands-on with materials
trains capacities such as imaginative thinking, strengthening the will and picturing abstract math. Ken Smith, Director of the Bay Area
Center for Waldorf Teacher Training, gave an opening keynote talk to give a picture of why learning with our hands is so important for
our children.
Ken set the scene by asking his audience to
approach the topic of working with our hands in the
21st century with an inquisitive mind. Why are we
doing this in Waldorf schools and what is its value?
Is it still important in our modern age to work with
our hands, or is it obsolete?
He asked the audience to look around them at the
objects in the room: “What is there in the room that
we know where it came from and that we, ourselves,
have the skills to fix?” We considered the chairs in
which we were sitting, the lights, the windows, our
clothes, our wallets. Perhaps as much as ninety per
cent of the things that surround us are items whose
origin or method of creation we do not know. And
yet we recognize this as a normal experience in our
modern world.
We are currently living in the opposite of a society
where we are surrounded by things that we had
a hand in making. We have no connection to the
things we use. In fact, we’ve been on a long, long
journey of disconnectedness from the things around
us ever since the Pre-Industrial Revolution society.

visiting colleagues, that the children are strong,
healthy, competent—in some important ways,
more so than the children here. They are truly
“in themselves”. These are children who know
who made the things around them, where they
came from, and how to fix them. They feel
settled in the world. In short, they truly ‘inhabit’
the world in which they live. Witnessing this has
led Ken to ponder the degree to which a more
intimate knowledge of the world has a direct
effect on one’s well-being.
What can we do to overcome this challenge in a
Waldorf school? What can our students fix that
isn’t dependent on components that merely get
replaced when they fail?
Well, we can have them work with their hands!
But how does working with the hand have a
relationship with our thinking? Frank Wilson’s
book ‘The Hand’ posits that the human hand
is equally as important as the human brain. It
considers the conventional view of evolution
and, instead, argues that the most significant
moment was when the human being became a
tool-making creature, and that the hand was the
key factor in that shift. Our hands interact with
the world and allow feedback from the world.

Even when we ourselves were children, our parents
were much more able and willing to try and fix
things. But now our children are surrounded by
ken demonstrates the result of millenia
of human evolution by hammering in a nail
adults with an increasingly poor relation to the
things in the world around us. There is no ‘feeling’
And yet, we devalue the hand… even, fundamentally, in the
connection to the things in our life. They see us get frustrated by
language we use. We speak of ‘manual labor’ with a negative
not being able to fix a thing and then having to dispose of it. We live
connotation, compared to ‘skilled labor’. There is an underlying
in a world where the message they hear is that our things are “not
attitude of freeing ourselves up from the use of our hands. But,
worth fixing” and we may as well throw it away and get another one
conversely, we admire certain professions (e.g. musicians, and
instead (it’s actually cheaper to buy a new one). What are children
surgeons) for whom skill with their hands is essential.
learning about the world from this experience? It’s just a consumer
relationship to the material world. And think on the word itself: we
Let’s think about what happens with a
become consumers, and we ‘consume’ these things. And these are
tool. The tool becomes an extension of
just the more obvious, functional objects in our world… but if we
our body into some activity. Our whole
were to talk about the electronic, digital world around us, it’s even
constitution flows out into this specific
more apparent. For all we know about how a computer actually
invention that allows us to work in the
works inside, it might as well be gnomes or magic in there. We have
world in a different way. And that has a
absolutely no chance to fix it if something goes wrong.
reverse effect on the human being. This
thing, the tool that one becomes proficient
Ken shared a story of visiting a village in Peru in order to teach at
in using, shapes us as well. There’s a form
an indigenous Andean Waldorf school and finding, with his fellow
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of feedback loop going on: I see something, I do something, I think
of something, I make something, I use that thing… and that thing
then shapes me. And the hand is a crucial part of this loop. It’s
worth remembering that centuries, even decades, ago, you used to
be able to tell a lot about a person, even what their
character was, because their body and gestures
revealed their profession. Their worked shaped
them—their body, their character, their way of
thinking.

Steiner said, “If you think about what you would
have to tell your body in terms of how to walk,
there would just be too many instructions. The
body is too wise.” Someone learning how to do
something has to put their whole energy into
doing something. Steiner gave us the idea of there
being two kinds of “I” or ego. One is on the inside,
looking out, in the very center of us. The other is
on the outside and works inwards, and is in our
limbs, especially our upper limbs and our hands.
It’s a different kind of intelligence: our hands
are like an outside brain. Interestingly, we have
idioms in our language that express this:
“To grasp something”, “To get hold of an idea.”

photos by miguel salmerón

Ken sent round a basket full of rocks for us to
choose from and gave us an exercise: we were to
feel our rock in our hands with eyes closed, and
then try to describe our rock (‘hard’, ‘cold’, ‘dry’,
‘knobby’). By sensing through our hands, we
were able to express our experience in language.
Through expression, we generated ideas (‘my rock
has a history’, ‘I can use my rock to make jewelry’).
It was a way for us to recognize that, through our
hands, we have a relationship with the world and
can interact with it. And we can take the next step
to generate ideas, too.

So, with children, we work with that concept: we
have a picture of the developing child as being on
the outside and coming inside; from an outside
‘self’ to an inside ‘self’. In the early years, to tell
them something you have to show them, guide them, or find a
way to do it imaginatively. They learn from the outside, with their
limbs. But once they’ve learned how to do something by actually
doing it—with the body—it’s truly learned, and not forgotten.
Consider all that goes into riding a bike: balance, motion,
momentum. Our bodies are truly articulate and sensitive.
As teachers, we have to find the right movements, the appropriate
activities for the students’ stage of development. Children are
body-learners that later become mind-learners. Whole body
movement (with large movements) is where they begin learning.
Later on, they also need fine, smaller movements. In the early
grades, knitting and sewing are key practices, offering small
movement learning experiences. Large movements are met

through games, sports, circus, and eurythmy classes, in which the
child also gets to learn through the social aspect. And in Waldorf,
we work from the periphery to the center, always forming a
foundation for something to develop later.
By recognizing this arc of human development,
from hand and body learning towards head
learning, as we develop from the child to the
adult, we can look for the appropriate educational
opportunities. What are the right activities and
materials to get a hold of with our hands for the
appropriate formative experience? What is the
right size, the right scale, the right malleability,
the right hardness for the appropriate age? In
kindergarten, we use beeswax because it is the
right size and hardness for little hands. In seventh
grade, the middle schooler work with copper
because it is a malleable metal. When in high
school, students work with steel and heat and
blacksmithing. The Waldorf curriculum finds this
balance all the way through high school. In ninth
grade, for instance, the very cerebral Revolutions
main lesson block—where students see that the
energy of revolution has to be directed somehow,
in order to be successful—is complemented by
working with blacksmithing in the afternoons.
There, at the forges, students get a hands-on
experience of channeling forces that have been
stirred up, the practical arts block providing an
outlet to harness the energies that the ‘intellectual’
history block has stirred up in the mind. Ken
noted that Steiner’s ideal kindergarten had a
blacksmith shop right next to it: his vision was
that young children would see people close-by
who were competent working and shaping the
world, able to direct their intelligence and their
bodies to purposeful skillful work.
So, in an appropriate child-centered approach to
education, a dynamic dance is going on, where the
hands and the brain are intimately searching and
learning and working as one. Our task as teachers
and parents is to keep remembering to value our hands as an
essential part of what it is to be human, so that we become makers
and not just users and consumers in this ever-more challenging
world.
Ken Smith is the Director of BACWTT (the Bay Area Center
for Waldorf Teacher Training). Ken has worked in Waldorf
education with children and adults for more than 20 years after
completing his studies in Anthroposophy, Art and Education at
Emerson College, England. He has two children at Summerfield,
a tenth grader and an eighth grader.
special thanks to yea-yunn turkalj for her concise notes from ken’s lecture!
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Cool November Notes From the Farmyard
By Farmer Dan

November rains was in full swing. The
finest, healthiest, loveliest autumn crop of
amber-hued corn now rests safely in the
corn crib built several years ago by a class
of ambitious ninth graders. The crib has
hardware cloth screening to keep rodents
securely out and to allow for substantial
ventilation to prevent mold and mildew
from getting in, until it’s time for the new
crop to all be hand-shelled and ground up
for corn meal and polenta for sale during
the holiday season at the farm stand.
Then the dry stalks were all cut down and
hauled to the compost pile by sixth graders
and the kindergarteners. Many were first
used for Sprite’s night decorations and
then became a fine, luxurious bed for the
remains of the pumpkins (à la jack-olanterns) which had done their delightful
duty gracing the footpaths at the recent
Sprites Night celebration. So many crops
have multiple valuable uses at our school—
as well as our farm—with even the husks
from the corn scooped up by the handwork
teacher for doll-making.
Finally, today, the last field crop was
sleuthed out from under a prickly miniforest of summer amaranth by the
ambitious third grade farmers: all the fall
onions, with their magenta and golden
skins winking at the third graders from

here and there between the late fall
weeds. About seven cartloads of these
colorful globular onions were hauled
over to the shelves of the greenhouse to
dry for a couple of weeks before sorting
and bagging. This is the job of the husky
seventh graders who have little trouble
hoisting the fifty pound bags up onto the
steel hooks in the rafters of the root cellar.
So the greenhouse looks pretty lively with
tons of fresh onions, piles of beans drying
on the vines, safe from the coming rains,
as well as a substantial amount of scarlet
broom corn getting ready to be stripped of
seeds for the fifth grade’s broom-making
process. Next, the farmer will spring into
action, discing and harrowing the entire
field smooth in preparation for its emerald
winter quilt of a cover crop to be handsown by the students just in time for for
the first rains… all of which brings to mind
the invention of the umbrella:

The Elf and the Dormouse
by oliver herford

Under a toadstool crept a wee Elf,
Out of the rain to shelter himself.
Under the toadstool, sound asleep,
Sat a big Dormouse all in a heap.
Trembled the wee Elf, frightened and yet
Fearing to fly away lest he get wet.
To the next shelter—maybe a mile!
Sudden the wee Elf smiled a wee smile,
Tugged till the toadstool toppled in two.
Holding it over him, gaily he flew.
Soon he was safe home, dry as could be.
Soon woke the Dormouse—“Good gracious me!
“Where is my toadstool?” loud he lamented.

photo by miguel salmerón

—And that’s how umbrellas first were invented.

On our recent outing last week—with a
bag of student-grown hard red winter
wheat in the back seat—to the Bale Grist
Mill up near St Helena with a flock of third
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photo by stephanie stephens

As we moved into the last two weeks
of October the scramble to get the
remaining crops out of the farm fields
before the somewhat dependable early

grade parents and students, we did go. A
lingering image of the students preparing
to enter the century-old mill with the
enormous water wheel dripping as it
slowly and majestically turned overhead
in the autumn sunlight, comes vividly to
mind. First our sheaves of wheat had to
be threshed, so they were laid out on tarps
in the sun, and using an old “flail” each
student took a few swings, or did a little
bit of flailing about, to whop the kernels
off. Other students took up the role horses
used to play and trotted around, stomping
on the wheat and dislodging even more
kernels. Then four corners of the tarp
were carefully gathered up after the stalks
were carefully removed, and the chaff and
kernels were poured onto tightly woven flat
baskets. With the help of a light, cool, fall
breeze and several students blowing hard
all at once, the grains and chaff were tossed
lightly up into the sun, time and time
again, until almost all the chaff was blown
away, and a few pebbles were plucked
out. We managed to get a reasonably full
jar of kernels for re-planting the wheat
for next year’s third graders before we
all entered into the cool, dark mill house
and heard tales of the California pioneers
and watched as the mighty millstones,
that had been shipped and carted all the
way from France, ground up fresh organic
oats into first, fine oat flour, and next, by
separating the two stones with a gentle
crank or two, stone ground oatmeal. You
can see that, in keeping with Waldorf

photos by stephanie stephens

education, the point here was
not so much to impart gobs
of information, but rather
through shared experience to
actually penetrate and inform
and transform the students’
consciousness by doing, as
well as listening. After a hearty
picnic lunch, we embarked on
a stiff little two-mile hike over the hill past the old mill ponds to
a pioneer cemetery with the “chauffeur Moms” leading the way.
Here we discovered, in the words of one student who commented
on the dates of an ancient headstone, that one pioneer who had
died in the 1840’s was even older than his Dad, much to his
amazement! The students also had learned from the gentle miller
that, while they might be able to tell a clever person by their
answers, you could also tell a wise person, or wise little student, by
their (insightful) questions. A wonderful
time was had by all and our spirits were
collectively uplifted to see homes along
our route burned by last year’s wildfires
springing back up through the ashes.
Some of the boldest and brightest flowers
adorning the remaining vegetables in the
fall vegetable fields and student gardens
are the marigolds. They carry us now into
November when we remember those we
have loved who have died, friends, family
and even our beloved pets. As well as the colorful altar with special
moments and photos and candles, our student celebration on
Friday, November 2, during our Day of the Dead celebration,
will include a pathway lined with these golden flowers to help
bring back a few golden memories of our loved ones. Even during
this time of autumnal dimness, the dashes of color of marigolds,
persimmons, maples, sumac and the like, bring us vestiges of
brightness and hope as the year winds down and we look towards
a celebration of Thanksgiving when:
The year has turned its circle,
The seasons come and go.
The harvest is all gathered in
And chilly north winds blow.

Dirck Bass
• 1942–2018 •
A very special friend of Summerfield, and a huge
contributor to our campus, architect Dirck Bass passed
away peacefully in his sleep at home with his family on
October 21, 2018.
Dirck graduated from the Cornell University architecture
school and spent the rest of his career practicing as an
architect. He was involved with the early planning of
Summerfield Waldorf School & Farm, and was the designer
of Sophia Hall.
He also designed and built the kindergarten benches, the
bus stop in the lower parking lot, our school sign by the
road, and planted many trees on campus, including the
willows in the parking lot.
Both of his children attended Summerfield (and his
grandchild is a current student), and the school was always
close to his heart.
The family will announce a celebration of his life as soon as
the date is confirmed.

Orchards have their shared treasures,
The fields, their yellow grain.
So open wide the doorway—
Thanksgiving comes again!
Happy Thanksgiving to our beloved Summerfield Community
from the busy farmyard.
Warmly,
Farmer Dan
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Molly Lockwood
Alumna Molly Lockwood (class of 2016) was recently
interviewed by New York Minute Magazine about her
online surf magazine, Sea Maven. We were so inspired we
wanted to share a bit of that interview with you, as well as
talk to Molly ourselves to connect what she is doing now
to her time at Summerfield.
— Caryn Stone, Development Coordinator
How did your experience at
Summerfield impact your life?
I was a Waldorf student from Red Rose
Kindergarten all the way through
Twelfth Grade, so I can’t imagine how
my life might have been different
without Summerfield. I can say with
certainty that I wouldn’t have had the
same opportunities for leadership
and collaboration anywhere else.
From the soccer field to the stage
of Sophia Hall, from the wilderness
to the physics lab, I was always
surrounded by a community that
really understood me. Twelve years of
working hard alongside my peers in
all kinds of environments culminated
in the “senior circles” ceremony.
It wasn’t easy, but we fundraised
enough to rent a beachfront home in
Malibu for our senior trip, where we
gathered to reflect upon and honor
each individual—their challenges
and strengths. It’s hard to describe
how special that was. My classmates
said they believed I would change the
world, and I believed them.
Do you feel that your education at
Summerfield prepared you for life (or
college) and your career?
Summerfield prepared me for the
future in all aspects of life. Though
I wasn’t sure what major or career I
wanted to pursue, I had a solid sense
of purpose. A deep love of learning was
instilled in me from a young age, and I
was taught to synthesize information
and draw connections between
subjects to find a greater significance.
That’s how I ended up with a triple
combined major in Philosophy,
Politics, and Economics.
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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excerpt from interview by new york minute magazine:
Molly is going into her junior year at Pitzer College in Southern California and is
majoring in philosophy, politics, and economics. She began her literary journal,
Sea Maven, after observing the controversy and frustration caused after another
woman surfer spoke out about the societal difficulties that surround surfing. From
this, Molly saw a need for a new lens through which to view and speak about surfing.
What has been the most life-changing aspect of Sea Maven?
The moment I came up with the idea for Sea Maven, I got to work and didn’t stop
until it was launched. I realized that no one was stopping me from taking initiative
to change the things I didn’t like. I was nervous to put myself out there, and it was
overwhelming at times but, as I let passion carry me forward, I built confidence. That
sense of empowerment has had the most important impact on my life.
Why did you choose to begin Sea Maven?
It all started with an article by another surfer, writer, and activist. She published a
provocative piece about the way societal power structures play into surfing, which
was picked up by a mainstream surfing magazine and went on to become the cause
of great controversy. I was frustrated with the way this scenario played out: a woman
had raised her voice to say something fairly radical, something that she knew not
everyone would understand—but instead of productive debate, it was met with
slanderous comments, misrepresentation, and ultimately silencing when the piece
was taken down.
I had experienced similarly frustrating interactions with various surf media
publications, having to twist and compromise to get my voice out there. I was rarely
able to generate purposeful discussion with my work, and it was very dissatisfying.
Surfing is a microcosm of society and, as participants in the surfing community, we are
charged with confronting the societal problems that threaten what surfing is all about.
Traditional surf magazines do a great job of celebrating surfing in all its glory, but they
falter when it comes to moving the culture forward through wider perspectives. There
was clearly space for a different kind of publication to emerge, so I started Sea Maven
with the intent of uplifting the voices of the many.
How does examining surf culture from a woman’s perspective change how you see
the sport?
At the surf spots I frequent in California, I’m often the only woman out there. Everyone
experiences this differently, but for me, being “different” from all the other surfers in
the water is sometimes a challenge, sometimes an asset and, most often, irrelevant.
Usually, I get along just fine with other surfers. But I can’t ignore the fact that women
have struggled to claim their place in surfing and, while we’ve made a lot of progress,
we have a long way to go.
Surfing in crowded places can be very competitive, even though it’s an individualistic
sport—and because surfing is largely dominated by men, it can be extra difficult to get
waves if you’re not one. When I manage to get an awesome wave, I feel as though I’m
surfing for all women.
Excerpted from Z.Z. Lundburg’s article “Badass Molly Lockwood Founded Surfing
Magazine Sea Maven” from New York Minute Magazine, August 23, 2018. Reproduced
here with the kind permission of NYMM. Learn more at newyorkminutemag.com.

photos: eliza jane schmidt (far left), chico lopez

alumni profile

Grandparents’ & Special Friends’ Day
early childhood through high school
friday, november 16 — 8:15am-12:30pm

(Continued from Page Ten)

photos: kimber rome (top), owen dubeck

My courses at the Claremont Colleges
are challenging, but approaching
them with the same work ethic and
creativity that Summerfield fostered in
me has delivered great results. I heard
that Waldorf students always sit in the
front row, so I’ve tried to carry on that
tradition. It’s astonishing how many
people stare at Facebook during class.
Thanks to years of writing in Main
Lesson books, my cursive is legible and
efficient enough that I can take notes
by hand and stay engaged.

Every year we invite grandparents and special friends
of our community to our school to offer our gratitude
and give them a glimpse into the wonderful world of
Summerfield. We look forward to sharing with them
about what makes our school so unique through
classroom visits and a Grades Two-Twelve assembly.
Parent volunteers are needed to help make this event
a success—greeting, baking, event set-up and clean-up
are just some of the ways you can help. Email to volunteer and be part of
this special day: grandparentsday@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

Join Us for the Alumni Basketball Game!
saturday, november 24

What is your
career goal after
you graduate
college?

Did you hear? Summerfield’s Alumni Association
and Athletics Department are co-hosting a revival
of the annual Alumni Basketball Game on Saturday,
November 24, at Brook Haven Middle School.

I’ve been
contemplating
pursuing a career
in law. Studying
legal philosophy
and other areas
of law as an undergraduate has
ignited my passion, and it seems to
align nicely with my skill set. It remains
to be determined whether law school
and billable hours will leave adequate
time for surfing. That’s the main
criteria for most of my life decisions,
and it’s worked well for me thus far!

This much-loved tradition invites alumni basketball players to come and
play against current High School basketball players. Players are asked to
show up at 5pm. The women’s basketball game kicks off at 6pm, and the
men’s basketball game kicks off at 7:30pm.

Sea Maven is always accepting
contributions on topics relating
to the ocean! Molly would love to
feature a Summerfield student’s
work, so feel free to get in touch:
seamavenmagazine@gmail.com.

This is a wonderful opportunity to support Summerfield while you shop!
Questions? Ask Sarah at sarahm@summerfieldwaldorf.org.

All are welcome to come get their Summerfield spirit on—wear your swag
and get ready to cheer. Alumni players are asked to sign up online ahead
of time. If you have questions, please email Leslie Loy at
alumni@summerfieldwaldorf.org. And if you know an alumni who would
like to participate, please invite them to do so!

$hop $avvy Benefit Mobile & AmazonSmile

Benefit Mobile has over 150 retailers to choose from, such as
Airbnb, Amazon, Dell, Gymboree, LL Bean, Lowe’s, Old Navy,
Overstock, Pottery Barn, REI, Safeway, Staples, Target, Home Depot, Whole
Foods, and Zappos to name a few. And if you’re making travel plans for the
holidays, consider purchasing airline tickets (Delta, American & Southwest)
using Benefit. Find the easy steps to sign-up at benefit-mobile.com.
AmazonSmile is a website with exactly the same
products, prices, and shopping features as Amazon.com.
The difference is that when you shop there instead, the
AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase price of
eligible products to Summerfield. To sign up, go to smile.amazon.com.
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The Joys of Biking to School

FAMILY BIKE RIDE TO

By Sarah Hadler, First Grade Parent

Winter Faire

We all do what we can to add healthy,
physical activity and outdoor time
to our families’ days, and one of the
best ways to do this is to ride bikes to
and/or from school! Summerfield is
in an excellent location to ride bikes
to, if you live in Santa Rosa, as the
Santa Rosa Creek Path ends right on
Willowside Road, just north of the
school. The Creek Path begins at the Fish Fountain on Santa Rosa Ave, where
it meets Sonoma Ave, and continues all the way, about 6 miles, to Willowside
Road. There are many places to access the Creek Path and, if you live too
far away, you can always park somewhere and ride the rest of the way to
school.
Our family often drops off our son’s bike in the morning and then one of us
picks him up in the afternoon by bike and we ride home together. It is often
the best part of the day. We listen to the birds and my son unwinds as he
mulls over his day at school. We watch the herons, egrets and ducks as they
fish and swim in the creek, and the squirrels chitter and run across the path
collecting acorns. We count ourselves lucky whenever we see a red-tailed
hawk. It is always time well spent.
As my son gets older and more capable, he is beginning to ride his own bike
in the streets, as I closely follow and gently coach. It teaches him so much
about being independent in his community, as well as being connected.
He knows where he is in the world in a much deeper sense than if he was
in a car all the time. We wave to fellow bike riders, and we stop to talk to
our neighbors and pet friendly cats. We pick wayward apples or grapes
or pineapple guavas, whatever is in season at the time. We love riding to
a destination, doing something fun, and riding home—such a good way
to experience our beautiful corner of the world! This summer, as a rite of
passage for my son turning 7 years old, we rode to Sebastopol and back, 14
miles in total, that he did all under his very own power, so happy and excited
the whole time… well, the huge amount of ice cream we had at Screamin’
Mimi’s definitely helped. I know it may sound strange to some but, to me,
biking is a deep part of my son’s education and taking more time on the path
less traveled makes life all the more richer. The world is changing so rapidly
and biking to get places is such a solid, empowering way for ourselves
and our children to be in our bodies without being distracted by all that is
around us.
Summerfield has a wonderful incentive program called
“Bike To School”. This program is made possible by a
generous donor, who gives $1 per rider per day to SWSF’s
Annual Giving Fund! One way to or from school counts (1
per day). Students, parents, faculty and staff are all eligible.
You can pick up the 10-ride wallet-sized cards anytime
from the Main Office and then just keep track of your rides
by checking them off the card. This is an amazing program
that benefits our school community in more ways than one—more people
biking to or from school means less traffic and more parking spots for those
who need it. After we bike home, my son loves filling in the circles that go
towards supporting his beloved school!
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~ saturday, december 8 ~
On the subject of Biking to
School, let’s meet and ride
our bikes to the Winter Faire
on Saturday, December 8 (if
weather permits)!
It is always helpful to ride bikes
to events at Summerfield since
parking is limited. Families can
gather at 10am, in the parking
lot of the Sonoma County Indian
Health Project (144 Stony Point
Road) and then we will hop over
to the Santa Rosa Creek Path.
Families that are participating
in the ride should bring bikes
in good riding condition and
helmets for each rider. We will
do a quick check of our bikes
and talk about how to ride
safely on trails and streets.
We will leave around 10:15am,
likely arriving at Summerfield
around 11am. This will be a
leisurely 3.5 mile ride one way.
The ride will follow the Santa
Rosa Creek Trail, turning left on
Willowside Road and then right
into Summerfield.
Families can enjoy the Winter
Faire and then pedal back home
on their own!
—Sarah Hadler, First Grade Parent

stop press

Dine & Discover
Music Event Postponed
PLEASE NOTE: This event,
originally scheduled for Wed,
Nov 7, has been cancelled on this
date, and will be rescheduled
later in the school year.

The Messenger Marketplace
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any of the individual initiatives or services advertised in this classified section.
Advertisements are screened for appropriateness and made available to community members to use at their own discretion



Community Events

The Four Qualities 

Sebastopol Fall Family Dance Series
Fourth Saturdays 5-6:30 pm at Wischemann Hall. Live music, easy, fun
community dances for all ages. Door prizes and snacks. $5/person; $10/
family. 11/24. Free entry to the contra dance after: 7:30-10:30. More info
www.nbcds.org.
The Christian Community

Art course with Ken Smith




Fri., Nov. 9 - 7:30 pm - talk by Craig Wiggins in the Eurythmy Barn on
'Help from across the Threshold in Dying and Death'
Sat., Nov. 10 - 9:15 am children's story and song (1st - 6th grades), 10
am children's service, 10:30 am lighting a candle for the dead followed
by The Act of Consecration of Man (service is for adults - childcare
available) followed by a potluck lunch afterwards. All events are in the
Eurythmy Barn.
For confirmation classes for children 7th grade and up or for baptisms,
contact Rev. Craig Wiggins at (484) 557-8086 or craig@wiggins.nl. For
further information or to be put on our email list, contact Elinor Biller at
696-4731 or biller@sonic.net. All are welcome.

Approaching the world through a fourͲfold lens isfundamental to working artistically from a
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This is the first of a sequence of courses that will work with this theme
over the coming year through the mediums of sculpture and drawing.

A key aspect will be the study of Michelangelo's 4 Medici figures—Day, Night, Dawn and Dusk.
Explore:

Inclusive Social Ballroom Dance for Middle Schoolers
Wanting your middle schooler to learn social dance in an inclusive
environment? Kenna Lee, a SunRidge mother, is organizing a teacher
for kids who prefer to learn ballroom dance without strict gender roles
(pantyhose purely optional). You can choose whether you are a leader or
follower each class. Contact Kenna at kenna@milliontinythings.com or
707-235-7576 if you want to be on the email list for dates and times.



The Four Elements—Earth, Water, Air and Fire
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The Four Temperaments—Melancholic, Phlegmatic, Sanguine and Choleric


CourseThe
1. Four
10am—2pm October
22.Water,
November
& 26,Fire
December 17
Explore:
FourMondays
Elements
Earth,
Air5 and
The Four
Bodies
Physical, Etheric, Astral and Ego
Art Tech Building, Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm
The Four Temperaments Melancholic, Phlegmatic,
Cost $375 includes
materials and Choleric
		
Sanguine
Courses developing and deepening this theme are planned for 2019

Course
Fourinformation
Mondays 10am—2pm
For1.more
and to enroll please contact ken@bacwtt.org
October 22. November 5 & 26, December 17 [okay to join class late]
Art Tech Building, Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm

Help from Across the Threshold in

Dying & Death

Cost $375 includes materials
Courses developing and deepening this theme are planned for 2019
For more information and to enroll please contact ken@bacwtt.org

A Talk By Robert McDermott

A look into Rudolf Steiner’s esoteric research concerning the
relationships among Krishna of the Bhagavad Gita, Buddha,
and Christ, and the significance of these ideas for
contemporary Hinduism, Buddhism, and Christianity, as well
AasTalk
By Robert McDermott
for contemporary interspirituality.
A look into Rudolf Steiner’s esoteric research concerning the
November
2, Bhagavad
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Krishna of the
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contemporary Hinduism, Buddhism, and Christianity, as well
as for contemporary interspirituality.

At Sophia Hall
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm
November
2, 2018
655 Willowside
Rd. Santa
Rosa, CA

7:30- 9:30pm

A talk with Christian Community Priest

Rev. Craig Wiggins

Friday, November 9, 7:30 p.m.
Eurythmy Barn at Summerfield Waldorf School
655 Willowside Road, Santa Rosa
For information call Elinor Biller 707-696-4731

$15 Suggested Admission Donation
(No one turned away due to lack of funds.)
At Sophia Hall
Summerfield Waldorf School and Farm
Robert McDermott
is presidentRd.
emeritus
and professor
of philosophy
655 Willowside
Santa
Rosa,
CA

and religion at the California Institute of Integral Studies. He is the editor or author of ten
books including The Essential Aurobindo, According to Luke, The New Essential
Steiner, The Bhgavavad Gita and the West, and Steiner and Kindred Spirits. He was chair
of the board of Sunbridge College, Rudolf Steiner College, and the Sophia Project, and a
(No one turned away due to lack of funds.)
member of the Council of the Anthroposophical Society of America.

$15 Suggested Admission Donation

Co Sponsored
Robert McDermott is president
emeritus by:
and professor of philosophy

Thereligion
Language
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Anthroposophical
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Steiner, The Bhgavavad Gita and the West, and Steiner and Kindred Spirits. He was chair
of the board of Sunbridge College, Rudolf Steiner College, and the Sophia Project, and a
member of the Council of the Anthroposophical Society of America.
Co Sponsored by:
The Language of the Heart Branch of the Anthroposophical Society, and The Santa Rosa

Classes/Workshops/Camps

Services Needed/Offered

Class Offerings at Circle of Hands
6780 McKinley St. #120, the Barlow, • 707-634-6140 •
circleofhandswaldorfshop.com

Animal Loving Housesitter Needed

Evening Doll Making Workshop with Monica
Ashley: Wednesdays in November 14, 28. Cost $85. to $125.
6pm to 9pm. Call to register: 707.634.6140
Starry Starry Nights at the Barlow: November 16, Friday evening
5pm -8pm. Come visit Circle of Hands. We will be offering 20% off most
items. Stroll through the Barlow under the stars. We will have a telescope on
site, in the Barlow.
Children’s Tea Party and Crafts: Sat. November 17 or Sat. December 8,
11am-1pm. $30 per child includes craft. Call to register 707236-2829
Birthday Party room available to rent at Circle of Hands. Birthday
packages start at $120.

Seeking a responsible and animal loving person to house sit our beautiful
12 acre horse farm in Petaluma from December 19-January 11. The
house is very comfortable with a full kitchen, washer/dryer, a fireplace,
an amazing cat, and two sweet dogs. If you, your family or friends are
interested please contact Alessandra at asanguinetti@hotmail.com.
LaRose Gardens
Gardens done with a woman’s touch. I design,
enhance, and maintain gardens of all styles and
shapes. Experienced in residential, commercial,
organic farming, and drip irrigation. Contact Ana at
707-824-4602 or anagardens@aol.com.
Bone Broth made by Farmer Dana
Made to nourish the mind, body and soul,
with grass-fed beef bones sourced from
Sonoma County Meat Company, our bone
broth is incredibly nutritious. Rich in
protein, collagen, and minerals, bone broth
Winter
Break
is very alkalinizing and good
for your gut
flora. Drink on its own or use as a base for
soups. $8 per quart. Call or text (707) 570-5484 to order.

Circus Camp!
January 2-4
9:30 — 1:30

Wish you could take circus class everyday? Join circus teacher Sierra
Camille Faulkner at Summerfield Waldorf School for all sorts of fun under
the big top! We’ll fly in the sky, work on acrobatics, silks, trapeze, play
games and more during camp! Open to all students grades 3 and up

Winter Break

Sierra has 7 years of circus experience and has been teaching at Summerfield for the
past 3 years. She co-owns the business Skytopia, an aerial studio, and performs
regularly throughout the greater bay area. She loves bringing her passion for circus to
children using technique and silliness! www. sierracamille.com

Circus Camp!
January 2-4

Registration Deadline: December 19
$200
9:30 — 1:30
To hold your space or for questions
Contact Sierra:
Wish you
take circus
everyday? Join circus teacher Sierra
5could
41.951.7819
…..class
sierracircus@gmail.com
Camille Faulkner at Summerfield Waldorf School for all sorts of fun under
the big top! We’ll fly in the sky, work on acrobatics, silks, trapeze, play
games and more during camp! Open to all students grades 3 and up
Sierra has 7 years of circus experience and has been teaching at Summerfield for the
past 3 years. She co-owns the business Skytopia, an aerial studio, and performs
regularly throughout the greater bay area. She loves bringing her passion for circus to
children using technique and silliness! www. sierracamille.com

Registration Deadline: December 19
$200
To hold your space or for questions
Contact Sierra:
541.951.7819…..sierracircus@gmail.com

Singing and Piano Instruction with Mary Beard
I am an experienced teacher, a Summerfield Waldorf founding parent
and original creator of the school’s instrument music program. My studio
is located in Santa Rosa. Please learn more at marybeardmusicstudio.com.
Contact me at marymezzo@sonic.net or 707-546-8782.
Rick Concoff Violins
Quality string instruments for rent or sale at below-market prices plus rentto-own & accessories available! Call 707-477-9196 for an appointment.
Sebastopol Strings Academy
Classes for Kids and Adults: Beginning Violin, Beginning Cello,
Intermediate Cello, Music Theory, Piano, Adult Cello Ensemble.
Maureen Caisse. 707-206-1566. sebastopolstringsacademy.com.
Sebastopol Rental:
In-town Sebastopol: Desirable, remodeled mid-century modern 3 BR,
2 BA. Living room, dining room, family room and bonus room, approx
1700 sq ft. Steps to Ives Park, Pool, Downtown and Barlow. Plenty of
off-street parking, beautiful gardens. Available now. Pets considered.
$3,200. (707) 495-0065
Two bedroom unit for rent in South West Santa Rosa
Recently renovated with wooden floors, granite worktops, and new
appliances. There is private access and yard and a ½ acre field at the
back that can be shared with the owners for animals, gardening and
kids to play. Urban location but with rural aspect. Easy access to 101 for
commute and 15-minute drive to Summerfield. $1900 per month plus
utilities. Please email Ken for more information: ken@bacwtt.org.
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MacKillop Construction
Complete building & remodeling services
for Sonoma County homeowners.
Specializing in whole house remodels,
kitchen and bath, decks and additions.
Over 30 years experience.
A Summerfield family!
mackillopconstruction.com • (707) 205-7260
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Looking for the Perfect Gift?
Coming soon... the 2019 Waldorf
				
Wall Calendar
“i look forward to gifting the waldorf calendar each year.
it’s such a treasure to breathe in the sweetness seen through the
eyes of our children. as we schedule ourselves in our daily lives,
we can pause to appreciate the seasonal moments captured by our
children. thank you to the artists and summerfield waldorf for
nurturing this path.” — kim casey

Once again we are publishing the school’s fine-arts wall calendar.
This year is particularly special as we celebrate Waldorf100, the centenary
of Waldorf education.
Every class, from kindergarten to twelfth, is represented by a main monthly
calendar image—as a result, the reader gets to see the journey through the
grades that students experience. One gets a palpable sense of emotional depth
gained and new skills mastered. A comprehensive set of introductory pages
outlines the general sense of the curriculum along with the specific artistic projects
tackled and explains why each project meets the developing child at every stage.
How wonderful to have a concise illustration of what is so special about a Waldorf
education! These are the ‘pictures worth a thousand words’ to show to curious
grandparents, or to explain your child’s school to baffled work colleagues—a
gorgeous 15-month calendar and personal Art Gallery that will adorn the wall of
any kitchen, home office or workspace.
Order your copies for family and friends, today! Price $18 each ($15 for 10+).

www.summerfieldws.org/2019WallCalendar

